
Live Love &
Laugh



Liveyour life to
the fullest

As 'Life' takes us through its cruise, exploring, discovering new things, new places, new people, 
and eventually, leaving home, our abode will be a place that is always close to our hearts. The 
warmth, the care, and the love we get from our 'home' are some things that cannot be replaced.

Our home will always be a place where a part of our heart resides. Each year thousands of people 
leave their homes and move into the city with a pocket full of dreams. But sometimes the city can 
be too big, crowded, and noisy while walking through those concrete jungles, all we want will be 
a place to call home, where we can feel the warmth of home.
 
Finding such an ideal home in the middle of a big city can be an arduous task. The place you 
reside must be a happy place, a place that you can come back to after having a long day. A 
comfortable place where you'll feel the warmth and solace of home. 
 
The problem with conventional pgs is that they can leave you feeling burdened and congested in 
those four walls. The place you reside in must be made up of hopes and dreams rather than just 
bricks and beams. This is why you need a cozy abode to set your worries free.



Lovebound within

Cozy Stay
The place we reside in holds a significant part in our lives. Cozy Stay is a venture commenced in 
2020 by a team of dream makers with the vision of creating the perfect dwelling experience that 
the young souls of today deserve. Cozy Stay is that comfort space designed to welcome you after 
having a long day, offering you the comfort and warmth of home.

With Cozy Stay, our dream is to revolutionize the coliving sector and disrupt the old and obsolete 
way of living by offering a peaceful and comfortable stay just like their home. Along with a 
comfortable stay, we also 'offer' an array of amenities carefully curated by our professionals to 
best suit your needs. 

“Where we love is home- home that our feet may leave, 
but not our hearts.”



Laugh
The place we reside in holds a significant part in our lives. Cozy Stay is a venture commenced in 
2020 by a team of dream makers with the vision of creating the perfect dwelling experience that 
the young souls of today deserve. Cozy Stay is that comfort space designed to welcome you after 
having a long day, offering you the comfort and warmth of home.

Care Free

No Lock-in Period Zero Brokerage Fee

Hassle-free Digital Move-in Low-Security Deposit



Nothing can beat the care and security our home gives us, we know. But when living afar from 
home, far away from the warmth and care of your family, in the hustle and bustle of the big city 
can be terrifying, which is why Cozy Stay is fully equipped with all the security measures you 
need to make you safe and secure. 

Live& Secure
Safe 

CCTV Surveillance In-house Security Staffs Digital ID Card

Biometric Entry & Exit 24x7 On-Call Assistance



Lovefueled by

technology 
Just like a cascade of water, technology is slowly taking over lives, replacing the old paths of living 
with new and innovative ideas creating an effortless living. The comfort of our Coziens means the 
most to us, so of course, we had to incorporate some technological innovations to make their 
lives even more relaxing and effortless.

One Tap Solution Easy Rent Payment

IoT Enabled Property Paperless Documentation

Online Service Requests

Payment Completed

We’re pretty glad your movin in with 

us. Payment confirmed



Our homes might be miles apart, but the feeling of home is something we always carry in our 
hearts. Cozy Stay, a place where it feels like home, the comfort, the warmth, the care, everything 
you need to be 'cozy' and comfy. From the thickness of your mattress to the perfect spot to 
gossip or binge over that series you love, we got it all covered.

Fully Furnished Rooms Attached Baths Individual Work Spaces

Spacious Bedrooms Storage Spaces

LaughEndless Comfort
& Revel in



The introduction of Covid 19 has turned the whole world upside down with social distancing, 
and the other catastrophic impacts that follow,  taking extra care of our health has become 
extremely important. The health and happiness of our Cozy Mates are what gives life to our 
humble abode, so taking care of you in a time like this is what makes us your home away from 
your home.

Live& Sound 
Healthy

Regular Resident 
Sanitisation

Frequent Disinfection of 
Frequently Touched Places

Doctor On 
Call

Sanitizers Placed at 
Multiple Spots

Thermal Monitors 
at Entry & Exit



Love Like Your

Mother
A home should be a place where we feel happy to come back, a place where you’ll feel comfort 
and care. Cozy Stay Built to make your dream a reality. Every corner of our building is bound with 
love to make your living Cozy. There are many coliving establishments out there, but what makes 
Cozy so unique from all of them is that we endeavor to create an ideal living atmosphere just like 
your home, and we care for you just like your mother does.

Basic Cooking Amenities RO Purified Water

Laundry Services 24x7 Housekeeping In-house CareTaker



At Cozy, we understand that people are unique in their own ways, and a band of people under-
standing each other, maneuvering through the rigors of life is what makes life worthwhile. We 
are young, so are you, so we understand the problems that you go through. 

The tiny congested rooms, isolated localities, and uncooperative people put a damper on your 
comfort while living away from home. We endeavor and strive to be the light on your darkest day, 
bringing comfort and coziness with a pinch of friendship and a whole lot of fun.

Cozy Clan Community Fun Zone Fitness Center

Reading Corner Lounge Area 

LaughPeople
With Like-Minded




